SMRT Pacific Biosci  Nov 12 2012

CEO starts this 4 hour seesion today in Clark Aud, Monday  at 1PM

2-3 bases per second;

SMRT  single molec  real time.

key feature:  long (and very long) reads

mean RL  = read length  =  3,162  bp (base pairs)    run time is  90 mins

Max  RL  -  15,000 bases


SMRT  highest accuracy   =  99.999%  QV50  (quality measure)

2nd gen sequencer

map to known reference:  is it a true snp or is it a read error...

generate consensus  10X coverage:   

SMRT  errors are random...  BLASR  in BMC  bioinformatic  ... is their  error algo...


id  heterozygy snps and homozyg  snps

at  15X  coverage  SMRT is more accurate
at  20X  coverage  SMRT  has  99.999%   cuz errors are purely random


valdation of Illumina  snps  with SMRT  Seq...


colab  with Evan Eichler... interested in mental retardation

found 30 discordant bases btwn PacBio data  and HG19 ref...


PacBio  was 100% confirmed by Sanger seq...


de novo human BAC  assemblies...  long read lengths

long reads are useful for  checking assembly

palindromic  DNA...   in denaturation step  they  snap together with themselves...

we  (PacBio)  does not have a denatur step...


even short palindromes  may cause gaps in seq  but not with PacBio...

trad  workflow for HLA typing...

long reads provide haplotype directly...


get accurate  HLA  types...

*****
announcing   reads with XL = extraordinary legnths  (avg 5000 bases)
XL chemistry...  extended movie times...  up to 120 mins


XL   single pass accuracy is 86%...

some reads up to 15K  and max is 20K  bases...

need trial with 9k  rice...


consensus accur  is  99.999%

will need to do de novo seq of cancer...  to understand variations and complexity of cancers.


DNA  base modifs are impt in

autism,  neurodeg dis,  aging,  pathgen of viruses and bacteria... mnay many others...


IPD  = interpulse  duration...

methyl transferase........  can infere modified bases  by IPD.

future readlength, accuracy and thruput...


new loading procedure...

was done by diffusion...

now use  magnetic beadloading...

then  mix  mag  beads with  dna... coat the bead  then  roll the beads over wells...  get this clip to Sean...


why does polymerase stop... it gets electrocuted by the dye  discharging...

can protect it by introducing a barrier...

if protect form photodamage... then  can get to 9K  average base reads...


believe can push the system

may be able to get to  1 to 2 Gb  per SMRT cell...


end of  talk by CEO..

Q  Dan Kapp:  cost for HLA  typing:
A  depends on  whether CLIA enviro;
transplantaiton...

LUCY SHAPIRO:  bacterial genetics and bacterial growth

her title:  dynmaic  chromosome mehtylation controls cell cycle progression

cell cycle progression is  CONTROLLED  by the methylation of the dna...


she uses  Caulobacter cell cycle...

replic  initiation;  replic  elongation;  finally  turns on  DNA methyl transferase...


dnaA  controls replicaion inti.

flagellar biogenesis... must turn on a whole suite...


this is a  14MB  chromosome...

c hanges in the DNA  methylation state controls the timing of the master transcription regulators...


justine collier  did this:  passage of replication fork  controls  expressionof DnaA and  CtrA...


cell goes from  fully methylated to hemimethylated and gack to fully...


Jonas Korlach is the CEO of PacBio...and gave the first talk;


many promoter  contain  GANTC  sites....

we know every single essential regul regions

found 90 essential intergene regions...

may be critical for structur of the chromosome.

